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Abstract
Estimation of nutritional intake, a key determinant of our health, requires reliable and accurate food
and nutrient information. As the convenience of chat-style interactions appeals to many people, can we
trust agents powered by large language models (LLMs) to answer questions about nutrition accurately?
We introduce the Wikidata and WikiFCD AI Food Composition Chat Bot (ChatWikiFCD), a chat bot for
food composition information powered by structured data from WikiFCD and Wikidata and enhanced
by LLMs. This approach combines referenced statements from human-curated knowledge bases, which
include mappings to FoodOn, with generative artificial intelligence (AI). The system includes a chat-based
application that provides explainable responses linked back to published sources. The system supports
multilingual input and will respond in the human language in which a question is posed. This system
leverages the benefits of LLMs while also reducing the risk of hallucination and provides fine-tuned data
for the food domain sourced from published food composition tables.
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Introduction

Virtual assistants or chat bots are already used to inquire food-related information such as
recipe recommendations [1] and cooking instructions [2]. As researchers interested in food
data, we wonder if asking questions of systems powered by generative artificial intelligence
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(AI) related to food composition will yield correct responses? We introduce the prototype
Wikidata and WikiFCD AI Food Composition Chat Bot (ChatWikiFCD), a chat bot for food
composition information powered by structured data from Wikidata and WikiFCD. This chat
bot is a work-in-progress. We combine the strengths of large language models for generating
natural language with the human-curated structured data referenced to published sources of
information drawn from knowledge graphs to self-verify claims that are generated by the
language models. We provide an overview of the system design and include a sample of the
questions we used to test the system performance. A diagram of the system is shown in Figure
1.

Figure 1: A diagram of the ChatWikiFCD system.

1. Related Work

Members of the research community have been applying LLMs to the food domain for several
years. Researchers evaluated the accuracy of responses from ChatGPT in the domain of nutri-
tional recommendations related to non-communicable diseases and found that responses to
complex questions were of lower accuracy than responses to simple questions, and concluded
that ChatGPT could not replace the expertise of a health professional [3]. Qi et al. tested food-
recommendation chat bots backed by LLMs and identified explainability and personalization as
strengths of the evaluated chat bots [4].

In addition to the domain of food, researchers have also demonstrated the utility of applying
artificial intelligence to the domain of nutrition [5]. Researchers have demonstrated the current
limitations of ChatGPT regarding the domain of medical advice [6, 7, 8]. Another risk of using
LLMs in application development is that they are known to provide plausible but incorrect
responses, sometimes termed “hallucination” [9, 10, 11]. People have successfully used fact-
checking techniques to mitigate the risk of LLM hallucination. Some experts have used text from
Wikipedia to fact-check LLMs [12]. Researchers find knowledge graphs to be useful sources
of information for fact-checking LLMs [13]. Researchers have also found that using data from



Wikidata specifically improves the accuracy of responses for Llama, Alpaca, and GPT-3 [14].
Knowledge graphs are not the only sources of structured data that can be used in combination

with LLMs. Sequeda et al. demonstrated that for question answering tasks, a system using
a LLM in combination with a knowledge graph representation of a SQL database returned
answers that were 37.5% more accurate than a system using an LLM without a knowledge graph
[15]. Another team of researchers also found that adding external sources of knowledge to LLM
workflows improved accuracy of responses [16].

After experimenting with LLM question answering, researchers have observed that LLMs
may return facts that seem plausible but are inaccurate, which they have named hallucination
[9, 10? ]. Others have created techniques for detecting LLM hallucination [? ]. Rather than
detecting hallucination, we hope to prevent it in order to minimize the risk of responding to
food composition questions with inaccurate information. Combining LLMs with knowledge
graphs has been successful for fact-checking LLMs [13]. Xu et al. successfully used data from
Wikidata to improve the performance of Llama, Alpaca, and GPT-3 [14].

Researchers have raised concerns about the lack of explainability of responses from LLMs
[17]. Increasing the explainability of AI-driven systems is an important ethical consideration
for system designers [18]. The fact that our system surfaces sources for the facts it returns in
responses provides explainability for responses the system communicates.

2. Wikidata

Editors have been adding data to the Wikidata knowledge base since the project launched in
2012 [19]. People recognize Wikidata as one of the most prominent public knowledge bases
available [20]. We map data to, and reuse data from, the Wikidata knowledge base in the
WikiFCD knowledge base. We also reuse data from Wikidata in the Wikidata and WikiFCD AI
Food Composition Chat Bot.

3. WikiFCD

While Wikidata contains a substantial subgraph related to foods, dishes, and cuisines, as of 2024
there is not much food composition data in Wikidata. Food composition data is made up of
nutrients and their values. WikiFCD is a knowledge base of food composition data sourced
from published food composition tables [21]. WikiFCD contains mappings to the Wikidata
knowledge base as well as mappings to identifiers from FoodOn, the Farm to Fork ontology [22].
WikiFCD makes use of Wikibase1, the extension of MediaWiki2 used to enable Wikidata. We
created WikiFCD as a independent knowledge base in order to make detailed food composition
data readily available for reuse and querying [23].

Many of the sources we consulted to find food composition data are national-level food
composition tables (FCTs) such as the SMILING Food composition table for Indonesia published
in 2013 or the ASEAN Food Composition Database published in 2014. We created individual
statements for each nutrient and value for each food item in each food composition table. In

1https://wikiba.se/
2https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki
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Figure 2, we see the first few statements containing nutrients and their values for the food item
‘Medlar, African, raw’ from the Malawi 2019 FCT. Each statement includes a reference back
to the source publication in which it was published. In this way, people who reuse data from
WikiFCD can identify the provenance of data, whether they reuse a single nutrient value, or
tens of thousands of values.

Figure 2: Statements on the food item ‘Medlar, African, raw’ from the Malawi 2019 FCT with references.

4. Wikidata and WikiFCD AI Food Composition Chat Bot

We wanted to create a chat-based application for food composition data that would provide
responses based on data from WikiFCD and Wikidata. We created an interface for people who
would like to interact with ChatWikiFCD by a web form. We take the input from this form and
use that to perform semantic search by combining AI with search engine software. We used
multiple packages and services to build this system including LangChain , OpenAI , python ,
django-wikidata-api , wikidataintegrator and SPARQL.

4.1. Subject Entity Extraction

Once people input their question into the system, we use OpenAI’s GPT-3.53 to locate entities
from the natural language text. After GPT-3.5 identifies entities, we ask it to generate keywords
related to each entity in the form of tokens. We define token as a piece of text that the model
will process, and we ask GPT-3.5 to do this task with as few tokens as possible. In order to
increase the breadth of the search, we ask for aliases and possible variants of the entity’s name.

3https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5-turbo
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We use the aliases, variants, and keywords to be able to find a candidate in any way it may be
described in our system, and to support disambiguation in case multiple candidate entities are
stored in the Knowledge Graph Lookup step of this process. Throughout the conversation, we
regularly perform this step to dynamically extract entities as the model detects new subjects
being mentioned by the person.

Figure 3: Aliases and keywords for the food item ‘strawberry’.

4.2. Knowledge Graph Lookup

To find items in WikiFCD that correspond to subject entities, we use the python package
wikidataintegrator (WDI). TheWDI package supports search via theWikiFCD SPARQL endpoint
as well as the MediaWiki API interface for WikiFCD. Using either of these two search methods
allows us to find the WikiFCD Q-identifiers (Qids) for the relevant entities in WikiFCD.

4.3. Entity Disambiguation using LLMs

Many foods have similar names, for example ‘tuna’ is the name of a fish4 as well as the name
of the fruit of Optunia cacti5. To address this challenge, we developed an LLM prompt chain
designed to support disambiguation between food and nutrient-related entities. In this context,
we define a prompt as the natural language string we use as input instructions for an LLM to
perform a task which results in a structured response [24]. We use django-wikidata-api library
to retrieve structured data for each relevant Qid in WikiFCD. As part of the prompt we ask
GPT-3.5 to determine the closest match to the entity and to state a rationale for the selection.

5. Source Knowledge Compilation

Working from the Qid of the entity in question, we gather information from the structured data
of the knowledge base to verify the LLM response.

5.1. Annotation Prompt Construction

The next step of the workflow is to annotate the text of the response to the question. We
provide instructions to the LLM to generate a response to the original question within a specific

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuna
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opuntia
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Figure 4: Multiple candidate Qids found related to ‘strawberry’.

framework that limits hallucination. We task the LLM to identify claims made in its response and
assess their validity. Due to the increased level of difficulty of this task, we use GPT-4 for this step
as it is a more capable, higher-performing model [25]. We structure our annotation prompts to
include seven components: 1. Instructions to establish the focused domain of nutrients and food
composition data, 2. Task explanation of how to parse the statement structurally and use the
provided contextual data as the only source of truth, 3. Few-shot condensed examples to improve
the consistency of response formats, 4. The reduced JSON object containing structured data
related to the entities relevant to the conversation, 5. Property-specific guidance instructions
(discussed below), 6. Safe-guarding and verification guidance on what types of questions it
should not attempt to respond to, and 7. Question text along with prior conversation history
within a dynamic context window.

Each property in WikiFCD contains structured metadata statements that provide additional
details about the meaning and usage of the property. For properties that are equivalent to
Wikidata properties, we provide mappings to Wikidata. We use these statements on the
properties and fine-tuned sub-prompts to create a dynamic cache of property instructions.
People can apply additional rules to be considered in the property cache with natural language.
An example of human-readable property instruction text is available in Figure 5. We use this
cache to instruct the LLM on how to interpret the statements related to the entity and to refine
validation rules within the prompt. Using the cache allows us to fine tune validation rules
without modifying the prompt structure itself. We task the LLM to return a JSON-encoded
array for each response with information about the start index and stop index per claim, and
each property identifier used in a statement that the LLM used to determine claim validity.

6. Structured Annotation

Once the annotation prompt is complete, we use it to initiate the annotation step of our workflow
to produce verification statements for claims and organize evidence from WikiFCD.

6.1. Prompt Token Compression

Prompt compression is a technique that researchers developed to enhance performance [26].
We use prompt compression in this workflow in order to reduce the size of the prompts we



Figure 5: Property instructions for the LLM within the ChatWikiFCD system.

transmit to and receive from the LLM. In order to make the system more efficient, we use this
strategy to accelerate inference time and reduce operational costs associated with each request
to the LLMs’ completion API endpoints. We leverage a number of python utility functions that
we developed to trim and condense characters from our prompt construction step. For static
prompt templates, we also use LLMs to detect areas where instructions can be refined and avoid
redundancy. We then pass our compiled prompts to LLMLingua6 which we use to compress the
prompt into as few tokens as possible while preserving the original meaning and intent.

6.2. Language Model Completion

We use the OpenAI GPT-4 completion endpoint for the next stage of the workflow [25]. We
then use LangChain to parse the text responses we get back from GPT-4 because it can make
use of Pydandtic’s Base Model Class7. Thus, we can define data structures using Python’s
native typing system to construct programmable interfaces using object-oriented programming
techniques. We request that the LLM return the response as well as information about the
properties from the knowledge base used in each annotation. This information provides us
with information about which statements from the knowledge base support which claims, and
reduces the risk of LLM hallucinating responses drawn from training data alone. Using the
WikiFCD Qid of each food entity, we create a SPARQL query to gather relevant statements
about that food item from the knowledge base. We can then consult this set of structured data
when attempting to verify claims about the entity.

6.3. Evaluation Report

As requested in the LLM prompt instructions, the model generates a response passage and
includes citations in a series of JSON-encoded dictionaries. In Figure 6 we see that for every

6https://www.llmlingua.com/
7https://docs.pydantic.dev/dev/api/base_model/
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claim, the model stores a start index, stop index, the identifier of which entity the claim is being
made about, and a set of property identifiers of which statement values were used to make
that claim. We use this information to generate metrics. We tabulate the number of claims, the
characters in each claim, and the percentage of the passage each claim represents. We combine
these metrics with our set of human-annotated examples for comparison. Changes between
the system scores and the scores from the human-annotated examples allow us to track system
performance over time. This information is the feedback we use to identify opportunities to
refine prompt construction techniques or expand property instruction information.

Figure 6: A code snippet with an example of an annotation response.

6.4. Data Hydration

Data hydration is defined as the process of incorporating data into a computational object. After
the system completes the generation of the evaluation report, we recombine the structured
data from WikiFCD and Wikidata that we removed during the annotation and compression
steps. This data hydration step allows us to use all contextual data related to the the food
items in question. The additional contextual data makes the responses from our system more
informative. Developers who build applications that reuse data from our system will be able
to use this contextual data. We provide an example response file in our Github repository for
the user interface system8. We use the contextual data in the ChatWikiFCD application we
introduce below.

7. Demonstration Food Composition Chat Bot

We created a chat-based application that provides self-fact-checking of responses posed to an
LLM related to food composition information. This is an alpha version of the chat bot, and
we consider it a work-in-progress. The Wikidata and WikiFCD AI Food Composition Chat
Bot (ChatWikiFCD) is an interactive conversational application that leverages structured data
from two knowledge graphs, WikiFCD9 and Wikidata10. The Wikidata and WikiFCD AI Food
Composition Chat Bot (ChatWikiFCD) source code is available on Github11.

8https://github.com/ScienceStories/wikifcd/blob/322eeabe/src/tests/fixtures/chat–sample-response–complex.json
9https://wikifcd.wikibase.cloud/wiki/Main_Page
10https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page
11https://github.com/ScienceStories/wikifcd
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Figure 7: Structured data related to the food item ‘guava’.

7.1. Technologies Used in ChatWikiFCD

We designed this prototype of the Chat WikiFCD application following a single-page approach.
The rendering engine is React12. We used Vite13 as the web framework, Axios14 as the API
client integration, and Material-UI15 as the design system.

7.2. Configuration Options in ChatWikiFCD

We provide a form where people interested in using ChatWikiFCD can provide their own
OpenAI key. We also offer a form to input a WikiFCD identifier if they have a specific food
item in mind about which they would like to chat about.

7.3. Question Selection

The ChatWikiFCD interface invites people to ask their own question about food items and
nutrition information using a chat-style form, as seen in Figure 8. We provide a set of example
prompts and questions that demonstrate the capabilities of our system. We invite people to
pose questions to ChatWikiFCD using natural language.

7.4. Visualizing Generative Responses

People asking questions of the system gain confidence that it has correctly identified the subject
of their question when they review a rich information card populated with data from WikiFCD
and Wikidata along with an image from Wikimedia Commons, as seen in Figure 10.

When an entity is detected for which we can provide data from a specific food composition
table, we extend the interactive card with an image of the country flag in the top right corner of

12https://react.dev/
13https://vitejs.dev/
14https://axios-http.com/docs/api_intro
15https://mui.com/material-ui/
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Figure 8: An introductory screen invites people to ask ChatWikiDP a question about food composition
information.

Figure 9: AI-generated response with annotation

the card as a quick indicator of the source country. Similarly with the entity card as a whole,
upon hovering over the flag indicator, a menu is revealed. This menu includes the name of the
FCT, short description, a link to the original source, and a deep link into the WikiFCD entity
for the FCT. Figure 11 demonstrates the interaction of a food item from the ‘Malawian Food
Composition Table 2019’ dataset.

We provide visual indications of how the text response compares to facts drawn fromWikiFCD
in the interface. Figure 9 shows that generated responses contain highlighted sections that
indicate valid claims matching facts from WikiFCD. Hovering over a particular annotation
reveals a ‘Verified in WikiFCD’ menu that consists of deep links to source materials as well as
references for the claims from the knowledge base, as seen in Figure 12.



Figure 10: A rich card showing information about ‘Guava’.

Figure 11: A rich card showing information about the source Food Composition Table

7.5. Multi-subject Questions

If people have follow-up questions, a conversation might develop. We support conversations in
a variety of human languages. For example, in Figure 13, we share an example of a conversation
in Luganda. The English translation of the question is “How does the reported iron content
for brown rice in the Uganda Food Composition Table compare to that of the Malawi table?”.
The English translation of the response is “Based on the data provided by the two countries’
composition tables, the Malawi table says 3.2mg per 100g, whereas the Uganda table says 1.8mg
per 100g”. The sidebar on the left-hand portion of the figure provides the references for these
facts with links to the items for these food composition tables in WikiFCD. We use images of the
flags from Wikimedia Commons for each country to represent the national food composition
table for that country.

If people ask the system questions that contain multiple subjects, the task becomes more
complex. The fact-checking system must attribute claims to the entities mentioned accurately.



Figure 12: A screenshot of a ChatWikiFCD interaction including questions and responses.

Figure 13: A screenshot of a ChatWikiFCD interaction in Luganda including questions and responses.

If the matching between entities and claims is inaccurate, then the results will also be inaccurate.
For conversations in which multiple entities are mentioned, we present cards for each entity
in the sidebar, as seen in Figure 13 where both the Uganda Food Composition Table and the
Malawi Food Composition Table are tracked throughout the conversation.

8. Conclusion

Understanding a diet requires nutrition information related to the composition of food items.
Food composition data are the building blocks of nutrition information about foods. If application
developers seek to offer natural-language interfaces for systems powered by large language
models (LLMs), providing the system with structured data from a trusted external source can



improve data quality. Leveraging data from a human-curated knowledge base is an effective
technique to mitigate the risk of LLM hallucination. We have demonstrated that our approach of
using the structured data from the knowledge base ensures that the LLM will return responses
that are connected to source publications. This reduces the risk of the LLM providing responses
based on the data on which it was trained.

The WikiFCD wikibase provides structured data about many thousands of food items.
ChatWikiFCD provides an interactive interface through which people can ask questions of
the data in WikiFCD using natural language. We provide interactive interface as an additional
pathway for people to engage with food composition data. We hope that the interactivity helps
people who found the Wikibase difficult to navigate to access data from WikiFCD. We present
deeplinks back to items in the WikiFCD wikibase throughout the ChatWikiFCD interface to
facilitate review of the data.

Building applications that are powered by LLMs enriched by data from knowledge bases is a
strategy to facilitate transparency and explainability for people using them. Health information
is a domain in which inaccurate responses could have harmful implications for people. Reusing
data from a knowledge base that includes references, like WikiFCD, allows us to present
those references in our ChatWikiFCD application. Supporting the deeplinks to the supporting
facts in the WikiFCD knowledge base provides people with a pathway to verify the response
ChatWikiFCD provides. This strategy builds on the work people have invested in the scientific
analysis of food composition, the work of data curators who have contributed it to structured
knowledge bases, while also harnessing the natural language strengths of generative artificial
intelligence. Let’s infuse data we already trust into our applications powered by AI.
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